
 

 

AIDS Foundation of Chicago’s Virtual Advocacy Day 2017 

Wednesday, April 26 

Join us on April 26 for Virtual Advocacy Day, where we will use online and social media tools to tell 

Congress to protect health care for people living with and vulnerable to HIV. 

Both organizations and individuals can participate by using Twibbon and Twitter to be heard and help 

make the conversation about affordable health care trend. Join the resistance on April 26 by changing 

your social media profile pictures with Twibbon; participating in our Twitter Chat and creating a Twitter 

Storm by contacting your legislators via social media. 

We encourage you to use these hashtags throughout the day on your social media platforms: 

#ProtectOurCareIL, #Fight4HIVLives and #HIVResists. 

Virtual Advocacy Day takes place in three parts: 

1) We are the Resistance - Change your profile pictures with Twibbon 

9 a.m. 

Join the Twibbon! 

2) #Fight4HIVLives Twitter Chat 

10:00 – 11:00 a.m. 

Join the Twitter chat! 

3) #HIVResists Twitter Storm: Fill elected officials' news feeds with demands they protect affordable 

health care and Medicaid 

11 a.m. – 12 p.m. 

See below for details. 

 

https://twibbon.com/Support/virtual-advocacy-day-2017
https://twitter.com/AIDSChicago


 

1) We are the Resistance - Change your profile pictures with Twibbon 

9 a.m. 

Join the Twibbon and change your social media profile pictures to show legislators and your friends that 

you are part of the resistance and will #Fight4HIVLives to protect HIV/AIDS services and affordable 

health care. It’s easy! Just click the link and select if you want to take part on Facebook, Twitter or both. 

Twibbon will do it all for you by changing your picture and posting about the campaign on your profile.  

Click here to join the Twibbon the week of the event! 

 

2) #Fight4HIVLives Twitter Chat 

10:00 – 11:00 a.m. 

Join us for a Twitter chat about how the repeal of the ACA would impact Illinois. During this time, we ask 

you to follow the AFC Twitter page @aidschicago as we post questions. After we Tweet a question, 

please respond with your answer with A and the number of the question (e.g., A1:) and use 

#Fight4HIVLives. The list of questions is provided below so you may prepare before the chat. 

Join the Twitter chat 

Q1: We are the RESISTANCE! #HIVResists - Tell us why you joined the resistance to #Fight4HIVLives.  

Q2: 24 mill ppl would lose health coverage if the #AHCA is passed. What can losing #HealthCare mean 

for ppl living w/ #HIV? #Fight4HIVLives 

Q3: Nearly 3,000 ppl living w/ #HIV in IL gained coverage through #ACA. How would ACA repeal impact 

you & your community? #Fight4HIVLives 

Q4: Under #AHCA #insurance costs skyrocket for those w/ pre-existing conditions. What does that mean 

for ppl living w/ #HIV? #Fight4HIVLives 

Q5: 55% of ppl living w/ #HIV in IL accessed #Medicaid in 2016, 42% of them via #MedicaidExpansion. 

How can we save Medicaid?#Fight4HIVLives 

Q6: #AHCA removes #ACA essential health benefits (drug coverage, mental health services+). Why are 

these benefits essential? #Fight4HIVLives 

Q7: We must #Resist the erasure of affordable #HealthCare 4 ppl living w/ #HIV. How will you 

#Fight4HIVLives? 

 

 

 

 

https://twibbon.com/Support/virtual-advocacy-day-2017
https://twitter.com/AIDSChicago


 

3) #HIVResists Twitter Storm: Fill elected officials' news feeds with demands they protect affordable 

health care and Medicaid  

11 a.m. – 12 p.m. 

During this time, take to Twitter and tell your legislators to stop the American Health Care Act and to 

protect affordable care of all American, including those living with and vulnerable to HIV. We will flood 

our House of Representative members’ news feeds by tweeting at them as a unified voice.  

We have provided Twitter handles for the Illinois Congressional delegation below and three tweets to 

send to each of them. 

Tweets 

Please tweet at legislators by using their Twitter handle listed below. If the Twitter handle is at the 

beginning of the tweet, you must include the “.” as the first character or the tweet will not show up in 

their feed.  

 

#HIVResists We are the RESISTANCE! We demand you #Fight4HIVLives & #ProtectOurCareIL for ppl living 

w/ #HIV. [@legislator] 

55% of ppl living w/ #HIV in IL accessed #Medicaid in 2016. Fight 2 keep #MedicaidExpansion in IL! 

[@legislator] #HIVResists 

.[@legislator] We demand you vote NO on #AHCA, which will take away affordable #HealthCare from 

millions. #ProtectOurCareIL 

 

House of Representatives’ Twitter handles: 

Mike Bost (R) - @RepBost 
Cheri Bustos (D) - @CheriBustos 
Danny Davis (D) - @RepDannyDavis 
Rodney Davis (R) - @RodneyDavis 
Bill Foster (D) - @RepBillFoster 
Luis Gutierrez (D) - @RepGutierrez 
Randy Hultgren (R) - @RepHultgren 
Robin Kelly (D) - @RepRobinKelly 
Adam Kinzinger (R) - @RepKinzinger 

Raja Krishnamoorthi (D) - @CongressmanRaja 
Darin LaHood (R) - @RepLaHood 
Dan Lipinski (D) - @RepLipinski 
Michael Quigley (D) - @RepMikeQuigley 
Peter Roskam (R) - @PeterRoskam 
Bobby Rush (D) - @RepBobbyRush 
Jan Schakowsky (D) - @janschakowsky 
Brad Schneider (D) - @RepSchneider 
John Shimkus (R) - @RepShimkus 

 


